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 The Perfect Business
In today’s day and age, there is no clear cut route to building a business from scratch. Creating

business plans aren’t even what they used to be, no more 100-page-booklet detailing every

move of every hour that your business will make from this day and for the next 7 years. Yet,

side hustles and entrepreneurship is the new wave for more 20-somethings and over. But

we’re doing it differently, and we’re incredible at creating our own lanes with our own rules

and still generating unimaginable incomes through innovative strategies.

So this article is not going to break down how to build the perfect business with the best

strategy that will generate a 6 figure income no problem - we’re simply sharing a combination

of market research, learned experiences through developing the BlackExecs brand over a 2

year span, and what we personally look for in selecting the businesses who are showcased on

our platform. Here are the 5 BlackExecs recommendations for the brands that intend to be

more than just a side hustle.
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Registering your business name protects anyone from

swooping in and stealing your branding content, product

and/or service, while also ensuring in building your brand

you aren’t infringing upon someone else’s. You want to cross

your t’s and dot your i’s, which means ensuring you don’t

catch a lawsuit while also establishing preventative measures

for having to pursue one. Now, 2 years ago when we first

begun building the BlackExecs brand  we were able to search

the existing businesses that had been registered before

registering our own - because you pay to submit a request,

and if you don’t do your due diligence and check to ensure

your brand name isn’t infringing on existing business

registrations, you don’t get that money back if its declined. 

Now, the process to check is no longer free and you must go

through either the Enhanced Business Name Search (Ontario

residents) or complete a Nunans search to ensure your idea

isn’t already being used. But some free alternative routes to

snoop around to see if your idea is taken include the Nunan’s

preliminary checker, search google and also check major

social media platforms to see if any brands currently exist

prior to submitting your request for business registration.

First things first, have your own space. In this new era of social

media, setting up an Instagram page, a Facebook page, a Twitter and

a linkedIn can be enough to generate income and establish a brand.

For many businesses today, these are the tools we rely on to

maintain connection with our audience, build brand awareness and

outlets to introduce new releases of products and services. Although

these are excellent and cost effective tools and strategies,  having a

business which only exists through social media platforms places

your brand in a precarious environment. First, you legally don’t

own the brand if you only exist on social media - Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter and whatever the outlet may be; they actually

hold more ownership to your brand than you do. Remember the

terms and conditions? Let’s not forget, they reserve the right to

seize, pull, extract and redistribute everything you post using their

tools. So at any point if they decide, you aren’t complying with the

standards of their tool, or if your account gets hacked - poof be

gone, brand no more. And if this is the only way your audience can

access you - years of work and brand development can easily be

erased. We’ve see it before and we will see it again: “hacked at 20K,

help me get back up” or “new account, old one got deleted.” If

you’re serious about your brand, and your business - don’t let this

be you. Even something as simple as Instagram shutting down for

the day, will impact the functionality of your business. And

although people do get upset, remember 90% of the services these

platforms offer are completely free. So worse case scenario - if they

tank, they have no obligation to you in reestablishing what you may

have built through their platform.

Get a website.Secure your domain.Have your social media

accessible on the website.And the promotion you do on social

media, should reflect and redirect your clientele to the space you

own.

Register Your Business Name

82% Of businesses that collapse are due to poor money
management. Unfortunately, most businesses cannot run
on passion and drive alone, but require the monetary
support to maintain operation. So budget, save every
business receipt and count every penny. The HOW on
budget, should be saved for an entire read on its own. But
never forget to consider the budget in your plans for
world domination.Now, a lot of entrepreneurs have the
dream of quitting their day job so they can spend the rest
of eternity following their passions and creating
something they love. Which is all fine and dandy, but
studies show, entrepreneurs who kept their day job were
33% less likely to fail at their business venture. Now
everyone’s journey is different, the biggest pieces to take
from #4 and #5 is plan, plan, plan. Understand the risk
and benefits, and have plans flexible enough to pivot.
Because the first thing you realize when you enter
entrepreneurship, every outcome is based on your ability
to plan ahead. And nothing ever goes as planned.

Build a Team

Depending on the scale of your business, a team could be
as small as the business owner, and the mentor. Or, could
be the business owner, outreach coordinator, operations
manager, social media management and then some. In
entering entrepreneurship, you have to accept that you
alone cannot do everything. Even if you have mastered
every skill under the sun - which you haven’t - you still
cannot do everything. You need an additional brain to
consult with at the bare minimum. And if you’re just
starting this journey you will soon, or are just beginning
to learn: time is more valuable than money.

One thing that that I will always remember at the very
beginning stages of the BlackExecs brand was “hire slow,
fire fast” - meaning, you need a team that is providing
support. Don’t let things slide because its a start up,  and
don’t be afraid to cut deadweight just because they’re
you’re friend.

And to conclude, take your time. There is no rush when it
comes to greatness. Don’t be quick to showcase
incomplete work, or brag about the genius behind ideas
that have yet to come to life. Be patient, there’s no rush.
You are the creator, you just need to take your time.

Create A Plan 

Rome wasn’t built in a day, and you have to know where you’re

coming from to see where you’re going. It helps to start with

the bigger picture, and scale yourself down to where you are

now: know where you’re coming from. Begin from a yearly

basis, to monthly and start giving yourself deadlines. Always

consider your current schedule realistically, and give yourself

cushion for error, unexpected issues and potential set backs. On

a daily basis you should be aware of the bigger picture, and

clearly understand how your day to day tasks are contributing

to your bigger vision. Stay motivated.Stay consistent.And

remain flexible.

Create Your Budget

Have Your Own Space

Stay informed, Stay connected, We got you.
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